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2019, short review
Autonom is a supplier of integrated modern mobility solutions. Autonom’s services are tailored
to best fit customer needs. The company owns the largest mobility network in Romania and is
in the top 5 players, ranked by turnover, in its main areas of activity: Operating Lease and Car
Rentals.

The figures below represent consolidated financial results:

Consolidated EBITDA: 131.969.173 RON
Consolidated Profit: 17.566.180 RON
Consolidated Net Financial Debt: 435.223.139 RON
Consolidated Operating Income: 35%
Consolidated Profit: 7%
Consolidated performance measures (December 31st 2019):

Annualized net financial debt/EBITDA of 3.30
Consolidated Interest Coverage Ratio of 9.83%

Operating Lease
Operating Lease works as an outsourcing tool for car fleets. The service helps optimize
operational expenses and is suited for companies with large vehicle fleets as well as small
entrepreneurial companies which employ only several vehicles.

Total Consolidated Operating Income: 159.319.545 RON
Total Number of Cars: 7118
Total Number of Clients: 1461
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2019, short review
Rent-A-Car
The rent-a-car division offers car rental services for short term periods (up to 12 months).
Over 85% of this division’s consolidated income is generated by individuals.

Total Consolidated Operating Income: 65.860.025 RON
Occupancy: 80.27%
Total number of cars (December 31st 2019): 2034
National Network of 44 agencies in 31 cities

Used Cars Sales
Vehicles in our rent-a-car and operating lease parks that have reached the end of their
amortization period are available for purchase to both individuals and legal entities.

Total Consolidated Operating Income: 93.507.366 RON
Total used cars sold in 2019: 2215
Percentage of cars sold to retail (individuals):
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The evolution of Autonom Group
The consolidated results of 2019, as well as those of previous years support our company
strategy for long term sustainable development.

Consolidated operating income (RON)

Consolidated profit (RON)

2016

116.339.919

2016

11.963.591

2017

143.618.232

2017

14.426.419

2018

251.363.792

2018

16.417.142

2019

338.713.583

2019

17.566.180

Operating Lease fleet

Rent-A-Car fleet

2016

1856

2016

1404

2017

2503

2017

1551

2018

6702

2018

1663

2019

7718

2019

2034

Development:
Autonom Rebranding - we adopted a new brand identity consistent with the expanding
range of services offered, as well as with organizational structure changes;
4 company development consultancy projects - finalized or still under development, in
partnership with EBRD;
Investments for the development of our Used Cars Division;
Investments in IT solutions for the digitization of the company.

Sustainability:
Best Employer, for the 5th year in a row;
Net Promoter Score of 74%;
110 projects developed and implemented through the Autonom Foundation all across the
communities in which we are active.
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Letter
From the founders
Dear Partners,
We are sharing with you this report in the time of unprecedented health crisis, accompanied by
a sudden and far-reaching economic crisis. The COVID-19 pandemic did not bypass Romania,
and the economic and social impact is estimated to be severe. Most issuers of financial
instruments were impacted as their markets of activity and forecasts deteriorated. Also, the
global capital markets were severely hit in the course of the past two months. We certainly live
in times of volatility and uncertainty, in which plans must be adjusted weekly, and where the
keywords are resilience and agility.
Fortunately, this is not the first crisis for Autonom. We passed very well through the financial
crisis of 2008-2011, at the beginning of which we quickly changed our business model and
during which we prospered, reaching a compound annual growth rate of over 50%. During those
times, we learned and implemented several principles and policies for risk and opportunities
management, designed to ensure both the robustness and "anti-fragility" of our business. We
can say that this new crisis, although unforeseen and "virulent", found us well prepared, both in
terms of financial resources and the adaptability of the business model. Each severe crisis
amplifies "creative destruction" and brings many opportunities for resilient companies.
Therefore, we are optimistic about the future of Autonom - we consider that we are in a good
position to continue the accelerated development also in 2020.
This report should focus primarily on the past by presenting the results we registered in 2019.
But, in the current volatile context, it would be unwise to talk only about what happened,
without analyzing the way the current situation will impact this year's financial performance of
Autonom. For this reason, in this letter, we will debate the results we achieved last year, treating
them as a performance indicator, but also how Autonom currently manages the needs of the
markets in which it operates and the expectations for the future. All this to allow our
stakeholders to assess the potential and risks ahead correctly.
Looking back at last year’s performance, 2019 was the best year in the history of Autonom, for
yet another consecutive year. We registered increases on all business lines as well as saw the
largest to date profit. Operating income increased by 34%, from 251,363,792 RON to
338,713,583 RON, while operating expenses increased by 33%, from 222,169,195 RON in 2018
Modern mobility solutions
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to 297,703,660 RON in 2019, with fleet expenses and depreciation of the fleet being the largest
contributors. Thus, we ended 2019 with an EBITDA of 131,969,173 RON, a 57% increase
compared to 2018 and with a net profit of 17,566,180 RON, a 7% increase compared to the
result of 2018.
At the end of 2019, Autonom had 44 agencies located in 31 cities in Romania, a fleet of 9152
cars - an increase of 8% compared to December 2018 and 362 employees, with 4% more than in
2018. All three lines of business activities grew in 2018, but the "star" was the operational
leasing activity, which increased by 48%. We have managed to increase our market share
without sacrificing long-term profitability.
We have gained new customers and added new services, developed organically as well as
through partnerships. The contract renewal rate remained very high (over 90%), and customer
satisfaction indicators continued to increase, with atypical values for the industries in which we
operate (NPS of 74%). In 2019 we also completed the group integration of BT Operational
Leasing into our structure.
Last year also marked a significant milestone of rebranding Autonom at the Group level and
consolidation of the services we deliver to our clients. By launching the new brand identity,
some of the divisions of the Autonom group were renamed. Thus, we ended 2019 with a
renewed image, and easier to understand business structure and an even stronger relationship
with our customers and partners.
For several years now, there has been more and more discussion about changes in the markets
in which we operate, about the creation of new mobility solutions and the integration of existing
ones. Autonom Group is a very relevant example of implementing these trends profitably.
Through organic development, but also by acquiring key players in the market, Autonom has
become an integrated provider of mobility solutions, where synergies work well and without
significant frictions.
We consider last year’s result a very good one, and representative for the potential that mobility
services have in Romania and the entire CEE region. All our business lines have recorded
significant increases as the markets for these individual services, being a short-term rental,
operational leasing, or additional services, are still in the process of development and have not
yet reached their maturity. In relative and absolute terms, we consider that the most significant
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growth potential continues to be the activity of outsourcing car fleets, through the operational
leasing service.
The revenue structure is also an essential aspect to underline, as it tells a lot about how the
Autonom business has evolved over the years and how stable it is today. Long-term services,
such as operational leasing, contribute the most to the revenues generated at the level of our
group. This is especially important in the current context of COVD-19 where the car rental
market is affected by the decrease in tourist and business travel, with dramatic declines being
registered worldwide. The travel restriction will continue to have an impact on short-term rental
and chauffeur drive lines, as long as the risk of the pandemic spreading is still present. For most
"rent a car" companies, 2020 is a challenging year, in which the demand and revenues have
suddenly disappeared, and supply and costs cannot be "scaled down" at the same rate.
In terms of short-term rentals, the largest percentage is represented by rentals to companies.
Here we are talking primarily about companies that have mobility needs, and their cars are
unavailable or insufficient, rather than companies with specific travel needs. „Corporate” rents
are recording a decline, but a much lower rate than the airport rents. The result for 2019 shows
that Autonom's overall activity is less and less dependent on the short-term rental business
line. Therefore, even if this line will be severely affected in 2020, we are optimistic that due to
our diversified business structure, which is based on predominantly recurring revenues, the
company will remain stable and will turn up even stronger at the end of this crisis.
The COVID-19 pandemic has required us to amend the plans that we had for the first half of the
year. As we mentioned in the bond listing prospectus at the end of last year, one of our goal for
the capital raised through corporate bonds was to be invested in the expansion of the Autonom
fleet. As in the previous three years, to meet the growing demand, we had planned to add
another 1,000 cars to the short-term rental fleet between April and June. The COVID-19
outbreak in Romania has made us revisit these plans. At the current moment, we estimate that
we will only purchase up to 20% of these cars. At the same time, the rest of the acquisitions will
be put on hold until the situation gets resolved and out activity returns to pre-crisis levels.
Some say that the most critical contributor to the success of a strategy is timing. Looking back
at November 2019 when we issued corporate bonds and attracted significant capital with a long
maturity, we had perfect timing. By the time the crisis has hit at the beginning of March 2020,
we have not yet managed to invest significant amounts of the raised capital. Our financial
Modern mobility solutions
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strategy has always been prudent, focused on strengthening and capitalizing the business – we
did not distribute dividends. This means that at this moment, we are very well capitalized,
having ensured access to capital to prudently keep developing the business and adjusting to the
current realities.
We hope that this information is enough to ensure all our bondholders regarding the stability of
our business, as well as Autonom's ability to pay the coupons of the issuance in full and on time,
as our first coupon is due in November 2020.
At the business level, we have been expecting for already a while that the current cycle of
economic growth will come to an end. Therefore, already two years ago, we started preparing
for a recession and a strong economic contraction. Risk management has become a much more
critical part of our strategy. At the commercial level, we did not allow ourselves to be involved in
the "chase for market share", and we avoided depending on one single customer or one single
market. Since the COVID-19 outbreak, we have been closely monitoring the situation, debating
on various scenarios weekly, and adapting our services to the needs of our clients and the
market. Moreover, to guarantee business continuity and financial stability, we have taken
various decisions to optimize the company's costs and to address new opportunities quickly. For
the full list of measures that we have taken in the context of COVID-19 as well as the revised
forecasts for 2020, we invite you to read the subchapter "2020: Perspective Elements" where
we debate in detail this topic.
Certainly, the performance of some of Autonom's business lines will be negatively impacted in
2020, especially in the second quarter. The main question remains how soon the lockdown
measures will be lifted, and how soon the economy will have a chance to adapt. However,
regardless of the duration and pace of economic recovery, we consider that the business model
of Autonom is a stable one and resistant to economic recessions. We hope that the recession
that will follow will reconfirm this statement.
When we have a decision to make where the choice is not very clear, we always return to values.
That is why it was evident to us that the order first on our list of priorities during this period was
the safety of colleagues, customers, partners and business. Then, we adapted very quickly to a
radically changed business environment (proving our adaptability and flexibility), and we were
able to make quick decisions at the team level, without the need for additional centralized
approvals (autonomy).
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The value we hold most dear is "We evolve every day." Every year we set more and more
ambitious goals related to the number of training hours per colleague, as well as the training
choices. We could not deny the opportunity offered by the crisis to intensify these efforts.
Currently, at Autonom, trainings take place almost every day, as an increasing number of our
team members want to share with their colleagues their knowledge.
During this very challenging period for most of us, we tried to help those around us as much as
possible. We realized that we have two resources that are not used at full capacity: people and
assets, namely the cars in the rental fleet. We have thus set up a special rental program for the
emergency period, offering free of charge cars for NGOs in need of mobility. Our colleagues, on
the other hand, have been involved in local communities, helping with resources, time and
connections.
Autonom has always been a company where the degree of engagement of colleagues has been
extremely high. Nonetheless, we are deeply impressed by the level of mobilization and action
taken by our colleagues and their desire to help.
In conclusion, we remain optimistic about the future and closely follow the current evolutions.
We are ready to adapt our business model whenever it is necessary to meet the needs of the
markets in which we operate. Although we expect a strong economic recession, we remain
dedicated to continuing our investments to develop our business and make it more resilient,
however under adapted and more prudent model namely decreased by 15-20% compared to
our initial plans. At the same time, we will continue to benefit from the knowledge gained in
previous periods of the financial crisis and actively seek to take advantage of new opportunities
in the context of economic turmoil, thus laying the foundations for future growth.
Marius Ștefan
Dan Ștefan
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About Autonom
Autonom Group is the most important independent player with 100% Romanian capital on the
operating lease and rent-a-car market in Romania.
Supplier of integrated modern mobility solutions for individual and legal entities;
A national network of 44 agencies in 31 cities in Romania with a differentiated
business model;
A fleet of 9152 vehicles (7.118 under operating lease contracts and 2.034 offered
through the rent-a-car division) as of 31st of December 2019.

From start-up to a prominent supplier in the national mobility services market:
Autonom is a company with 100% Romanian capital started in 2006 in Piatra Neamţ;
Autonom Group is in the top 5 players, ranked by turnover, in its main areas of activity:
operating lease and rent-a-car;
In 2018, Autonom purchased BTOL, a company founded in 2001, in order to consolidate its
portfolio of clients, to benefit from economies of scale and to optimize costs. The company
has thus increased its market share and signed a 5 year distribution agreement with Banca
Transilvania;
Autonom International is a majority shareholder of Autonom Services, with a 98% social
capital participation. Marius Ștefan and Dan Ștefan are equal part shareholders of Autonom
International;
In 2018, Autonom became the first Romanian company to be included in the EBRD Blue
Ribbon program, which includes 30 companies from 20 countries in which EBRD is present;
Autonom was selected for the first edition of “Made in Romania“, organized by the
Bucharest Stock Exchange, as one of the 15 companies that helped in growing the
Romanian economy;
On December 31st 2019, the group was comprised of 362 employees: 353 employees of
Autonom Services and 9 employees of BTOL;
Autonom is the only local company to have received the title of Best Employer (2014-2018)
for 5 years in a row, according to the global study developed by AON Hewitt;
Autonom is one of the 123 organizations recognized globally by WorldBlu that promotes
democratic principles and encourages freedom in the workplace.
Modern mobility solutions
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Main Business Segments
Operating Lease:
The main category of services offered by the group with a contractual duration of 12 to 57
months;
Operating Lease is a service of outsourcing the company’s car fleet, a full service contract
being hard to dismiss as customers develop a strong dependence;
Careful financial risk management policy through the Financial and Risk departments.
Increased clientele granularity, focus on SME clients (average fleet/client ~ 5 vehicles);
The operating lease segment consists of 47.04% of the total income of Autonom Services
SA.

Fixed monthly
payment components

Vehicle Depreciation
Financing Expenses
Car Replacement and
Road Assistance

Insurance
Tires
Door to Door Services
Maintenance and Repairs

Taxes and Fees
Monitoring and Telematics
Other Administrative Expenses

Client Benefits
Reduction of operational expenses

Balance Optimization

Increased flexibility and focus on core business

Car fleet cost predictability

Simplification of internal processes

Rent-A-Car
The rent-a-car division offers car rental services for short term periods (up to 12 months). Over
85% of this division’s consolidated income is generated by individuals.
The rent-a-car segment consists of 19.44% of the total income of Autonom Services SA.

Used Cars Sales
A diversified selections of vehicles from our rent a car and operating lease parks: cars and
commercial vehicles. Customers are individuals as well as legal entities.
The used cars sales segment consists of 27.61% of the total income of Autonom Services SA.
Modern mobility solutions
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Distribution channels corresponding to the business segments: operating lease,
rent-a-car and used cars sales:
The main means of attracting business is through Autonom’s direct sales force. In addition, the
company uses the following distribution channels:
Internet portals designed to educate the market and generate leads, out of which we
mention: www.leasingoperational.com, www.leasingoperational.com, www.autonom.ro,
www.autonom.com, www.autoinlocuire.ro or www.rentavan.ro. Along side these, the
company owns over 200 relevant internet domains in various stages of development.
Partnerships with financial and banking institutions (for example, Banca Transilvania,
importers and car dealers, equipment importers/distributors, finance brokers and insurers).
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Company Strategy
The company started its activity in 2006 in Piatra-Neamţ. The company activity was focused on
the rent-a-car sector (short term car rentals), offering its services mostly towards individuals.
The company grew rapidly, initially in the Moldavia region (2006) and subsequently in most of
the large cities in the country (2007 - 2008), becoming the first and only company in its field
with extended national coverage.
The financial crisis of 2008 - 2009 represented a turning point and a repositioning opportunity
in the company’s history. Because of the major impact the crisis had on the company’s activity
in the first months of 2009, the strategy needed to be changed. Due to the increased demand
from legal entities undergoing cost reduction strategies and in need of fleet management
optimization solutions, the company shifted its services towards satisfying these new needs.
A new stage in the Autonom’s development started in 2011 when the company started offering
operating lease services (long term rentals). The revenue from this new segment increased
yearly, representing the company’s main growth factor from 2012 until the present.
Starting with 2014, the Autonom Group started analyzing purchasing opportunities of other
companies specialized in similar fields or related to the core business.
Therefore, in 2018, Autonom Services purchased BTOL, with the purpose of consolidating its
portfolio of clients and benefiting from economies of scale and cost optimization. The company
has consequently increased its market share and signed a 5 year distribution agreement with
Banca Transilvania.
In the years since, the Autonom Group has developed its portfolio of services and is presently
offering its clients, individuals and legal entities, various transportation and mobility solutions,
adapted to their needs.
The same diversification strategy is applied in the case of its client portfolio. None of the
business segments has developed a strong dependency to any client or client groups. This can
also be observed from the following statistics which present the top 3 Autonom customers for
the rent-a-car and operating lease segments in 2019.
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Rent-a-Car
Autonom Services SA

(Operating Income in 2019 of 65.860.025 RON)

Value (RON)

Client 1

7.609.176

12%

Client 2

2.472.532

4%

Client 3

2.362.260

4%

(Operating Income in 2019 of100,652,930 RON)

Value (RON)

%

Client 1

4.482.524

4%

Client 2

4.109.597

4%

Client 3

2.220.310

2%

Operating Lease
Autonom Services SA
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The company positioning
Autonom is the national supplier of integrated modern mobility solutions to whom
companies can completely or partially outsource their mobility services.
The company has a unique and valuable position ensuring various mobility solutions to SME and
entrepreneurial companies with fleets of over 100 passenger or commercial vehicles through its
network of 44 agencies in 31 cities in Romania.

The markets in which Autonom is active in Romania
The operating lease and rent-a-car markets are dominated by multinational companies. The
Autonom Group is the most important independent operator on these markets in Romania.

The Operating Lease market in Romania
According to ASLO, the number of vehicles utilized through operating lease contracts has
had an accelerated growth. From 9.600 in December 2007, to over 65.000 in December
2017;
The Group estimates that the number of vehicles utilized through operating lease contracts
has crossed the 82.000 units threshold at the end of 2019, representing a market share of
approximately 9%;
The percentage of newly registered vehicles financed through operating lease contracts in
2017 was between 10% and 20%.
Like in any mature market, the main players are global operators (Arval, ALD Automotive,
LeasePlan), local and regional banking groups (Unicredit, Erste-BCR), as well as car
manufacturers captive companies of (Porsche, Renault).

The Rent-A-Car market in Romania
The car rental services market in Romania is also dominated by specialized multinational
groups present in all mature markets in Europe and the United States (Avis, Europcar, SIXT,
Hertz, Enterprise);
The Group estimates that the corporate sector (with a major contribution from the car
replacement service) has a comparable quota to that of the retail segment of the rent-a-car
market;
The operators owning multinational licenses which are active in the rent-a-car industry in
Romania have, almost exclusively, targeted airport locations, while Autonom has developed
national rental network in 31 cities across the country, gaining access to a diversified client
base.
Modern mobility solutions
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We estimate that according to the information at our disposal, the car rental market in 2019
is around 11.000 units, and the total value of this market is close to 80.000.000 €.
This means that the company could register a market share of 15-20% of the rental car
market at the end of 2019.
In the current context, most short-term car rental companies are feeling the effects of the crisis
generated by the spread of the corona virus. The decrease in activity is mostly felt by companies
that rely the most on individuals and are dependent on tourism and on the travel of their target
client base.
Retail rentals, aimed at individuals, represent only a small percentage of the total income of
Autonom Services.

The used cars market
The used cars market is extremely fragmented - there exist sales made through dedicated
websites, specialized suppliers, car dealers, leasing and rent-a-car companies as well as
peer to peer sales. The import of used cars is also a big factor in Romania. These factors
make it difficult to estimate a realistic market share for Autonom in this market.
According to information taken from the market, in 2019, the number of newly registered
used cars in Romania was over 444.601 units representing a decrease in imports of over 6%,
in comparison with 473.616 units imported in 2019.

Autonom employees
The Autonom Services team has reached, in 2019, an average number of 358 employees
reporting on December 31st 2019 an exact number of 362 employees (353 Autonom Services
employees and 9 BTOL employees). From the Autonom Services employees, 100% are persons
with higher education. The company pays very close attention to the education of its
employees. In this respect, the company offers each employee a personalized learning
experience through trainings, coaching sessions, classes and support from the company
leadership. For more information about the organizational culture please consult the
Non-financial report section.
The Autonom employees are not organized in unions.
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Financial results analysis
Autonom 2019
The results of 2019 are evidence of a sustainable growth strategy developed over all these
years by Autonom. 2019 was the company's best year to date, reporting a 35% increase in
consolidated operating income and 7% in consolidated profit.
With the growing appreciation of outsourcing solutions to the detriment of ownership, the
company's main driver for growth was the operational leasing segment. We have added new
customers and services, tailored to the needs of our customers, organically developed or
through partnerships.
All of Autonom’s divisions increased the previous year as a result of the development of markets
and the existence of Autonom in the top preferences of its customers. The appreciation for
Autonom’s services can be seen through the above average NPS (74%) compared to the industry
and through the high contract renewal rate (over 90%).

Autonom income in 2019
2019

All amounts in RON, unless mentioned otherwise.

2018

107,933,439

73,230,370

Additional services revenue

51,386,106

34,020,597

Rent a-car-income

65,860,025

57,592,905

Revenue from sale of vehicles

47,454,242

46,053,910

Proceeds from sale of cars from rental fleet

46,053,124

34,534,061

Other operating income

20,026,647

5,931,949

Total operating income

338,713,583

251,363,792

Operating lease income

The operating income of the Group increased in 2019 by 35% as a result of the increase in the
portfolio of customers and cars provided through operating leases, as well as the increase in
customer trust in the services provided by the company, in a context of continuous development
of markets in which Autonom activates.
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Autonom expenses in 2019
2019

2018

Fleet expenses

(58,030,728)

(45,018,205)

Cost of vehicles sold

(46,796,426)

(45,484,278)

Cost of cars from rental fleet sold

(50,397,385)

(38,412,112)

Employee benefits expenses

(28,230,206)

(20,778,851)

(2,783,101)

(4,435,897)

(90,858,724)

(54,393,197)

Other operating expenses

(12,037,360)

(9,270,932)

Other (losses) / gains – net

(8,469,730)

(4,375,723)

(297,703,660)

(222,169,195)

All amounts in RON, unless mentioned otherwise.

Administrative expenses
Depreciation and impairment of rental fleet and
equipment assets

Total operating expenses

The operating expenses of the Group increased in 2019 by 34% as a result of the increase of the
number of cars in administration as well as the increase in the average income.
Of the total operating expenses in 2019, amounting to RON 297,703,660, the percentage of the
main cost categories was as follows:
Fleet expenses: 19% - expenses for repair, spare parts, fuel, insurance, parking, car wash and
other expenses; up by 29% compared to the previous year, considering a fleet increase of 9%;
Employee benefits expense: 9%, up by 36% compared to the previous year, determined by a
personnel increase of 4% and an increase of salary;
Administrative expenses, down by 37,5% compared to the previous year, the decrease being
generated by the restatement of the administrative rent expenses according with IFRS 16.
Depreciation and impairment of rental fleet and equipment assets up by 63%, with a
weighting of 29 % of the total operating expense; the growth is determined by the increase
in the investment in fleet and equipment, and also by the transition to IFRS 16.
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Autonom profit 2019
2019

All amounts in RON, unless mentioned otherwise.

2018

41,009,923

29,194,597

-

165,570

(21,726,236)

(10,750,147)

507,193

173,470

Profit before tax

19,791,406

18,783,490

Income tax expense

(2,225,226)

(2,366,348)

Profit for the period

17,566,180

16,417,142

17,563,546

16,416,571

2,634

571

17,566,180

16,417,142

8,78

8,21

Operating profit
Bargain purchase gain
Finance costs
Finance income

Attributable to:
Equity holders of the parent
Non-controlling interests
Total comprehensive income
EPS

The profit of the Autonomous Group increased by 7% as a result of attracting new customers,
diversifying the service portfolio and achieving economies of scale following the successful
integration of BTOL.

Autonom Assets in 2019
All amounts in RON, unless mentioned otherwise.

Dec. 31st 2019

Dec. 31st 2018

532,544,153

439,117,120

2,442,166

4,952,149

Rental fleet and rental equipment

195,664,513

424,265,600

Right-of-use assets

322,882,415

-

683,698

2,579,109

1,651,396

1,566,839

Investments in equity instruments

423,696

423,686

Trade receivables

384,713

677,689

8,411,556

4,652,048

Non-current assets
Intangible assets

Other property, plant and equipment
Investment properties

Loans to related parties
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Dec. 31st 2019

Dec. 31st 2018

123,525,967

65,573,579

Inventories

10,561,590

28,594,931

Trade receivables

15,963,853

17,530,572

7,230,612

8,450,618

391,778

1,010,542

89,378,134

9,986,916

656,070,120

504,690,699

Current assets

Other receivables and current assets
Prepayments
Cash and cash equivalents
TOTAL ASSETS

Autonom’s Group total fleet increased in 2019 by 787 cars, net, representing the main category
of assets owned by the company.
Autonom Services SA registered a fleet increase for the operational leasing division of 36.97%
and for the rent-a-car of 27.96%.
Autonom Group recorded an increase of the fleet for the operational leasing division of 4.8%, and
for the rent-a-car of 27.96% .
Autonom Services SA purchased 1247 cars for the rent-a-car division and 1601 for the
operational leasing division, 1755 at group level.
Of the total assets held, the Group sold 2215 cars in the financial year ended December 2019
and Autonom Services SA 1178 cars;
The average age of the autonomous services SA car park was at the end of 2019:
Rent-a-car: 1.52 years;
Operational lease: 1.9 years;
Autonom Group: 2.14 years.
Of the total net value held by the group, 62% is funded by leasing and 38% is funded by cash or
credit. In the case of Autonom Services SA, 79% is funded by leasing and 21% is funded by cash
or credit.
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Equity and Liabilities of Autonom 2019
All amounts in RON, unless mentioned otherwise.

Dec. 31st 2019

Dec. 31st 2018

Share capital

20,000,000

20,000,000

Other capital reserves

13,485,527

6,651,922

Retained earnings

66,191,551

55,461,611

Equity attributable to equity holders of the parent

99,677,078

82,113,533

7,475

4,841

99,684,553

82,118,374

380,379,524

259,410,019

Interest-bearing loans and borrowings

90,007,861

130,076,235

Bonds

95,341,617

-

-

120,697,749

180,880,106

-

Trade and other liabilities

3,327,317

755,201

Deferred revenue

3,800,409

-

Deferred income tax liability

7,022,214

7,880,834

176,006,043

163,162,306

Interest-bearing loans and borrowings

15,134,040

44,777,984

Finance lease liabilities

76,883,979

82,828,381

-

34,343,615

81,487,710

-

71,400

71,400

2,428,914

1,140,926

556,385,567

422,572,325

656,070,120

504,690,699

Owned capital

Non-controlling interests
Total equity
Non-current liabilities

Finance lease liabilities
Lease liabilities

Current liabilities

Lease liabilities
Trade and other liabilities
Provisions
Deferred revenue
Total liabilities

Total equity and liabilities
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The Autonom Group concluded 2019 with cash and cash equivalents of 89.378.134 RON, a
significant contribution having the bond issue from November 2019.
The Autonom Group has a diversified structure of financing sources for it’s assets, as follows:
overdraft facilities at 3 financial institutions, loans outstanding at 12 banks and leases
outstanding with 14 leasing firms.

2020: Perspective elements
Towards the end of February 2020, the first cases of coronavirus were registered in Romania. As
the infection spread, a state of emergency was declared, significantly impacting commercial
operations of small and large companies, including Autonom.
Below, the issuer presents a number of measures implemented in the entire company, as well
as the potential effects that the current situation will have on the group’s activities in 2020.

1. Measures taken regarding the reaction to COVID-19 by the issuer in order
to ensure the protection of employees, customers and suppliers.
In the context of the situation caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, the issuer would like to inform
all its stakeholders that all the measures to protect employees, customers and suppliers as well
as measures to ensure business continuity have been taken. The measures implemented and
continuously respected are the following:
All rental and operating lease vehicles are disinfected after every pick-up or drop-off, paying
particular attention to every door handle, steering wheel, dashboard, gear shifter and trunk.
After disinfecting, each rental car will stay in the parking lot for a period of 24 hours for
neutralization, before being handed to another client.
The cars picked up from D2D clients are disinfected before pick-up and once more at the
Autonom agency before delivery. We further recommend that the car remains unused by
the client for at least 24h after delivery.
All the car keys and documents are disinfected and neutralized before any pick-up by
subsequent clients.
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To prevent the spread of the virus, most of our colleagues that are able are working from
home ensuring normal operational continuity. With the aid of remote technology, the issuer
has ensured that all Autonom customers have complete and uninterrupted access to all
services, including Customer Service.
Autonom Employees which work in agencies are bound to wear new surgical gloves when
handling vehicles and have been instructed to maintain social distancing protocols when
interacting with customers.
The issuer continues to monitor the current situation as well as to respect all recommendations
issued by public health authorities. In case there are changes in the way Autonom agencies will
operate, the issuer will notify the market through another current report.

2. Measures taken regarding the reaction to COVID-19 by the issuer in order
to minimize the financial impact on the business.
The issuer’s management has activated the a business continuity financial plan. Due to the
prudent financial management done by the administration, at the moment, the issuer has
important liquidity reserves which will ensure a sufficient working capital even in case of
delayed or diminished customer payments for a long period of time.
It is clear that some of the issuer’s activities are more affected at this time than others,
especially those connected with the tourism market, but those areas represent a minor
percentage of the company’s activities. Therefore, management expects, based on conservative
financial projections that the issuer will remain profitable in 2020.
To minimize the negative financial impact of the current situation on the company, the issuer
has taken the following measures, which have been applied immediately:
Suspending new hire processes currently under way and suspending contracts still in
probation period;
Diminishing fuel costs (reducing displacement) by almost 90%; renegotiating supplier fees
and discounts;
Requesting the suspension of office rental costs in all airport locations;
Implementing new measures to reduce repair costs;
Reducing external expenses regarding personal development (cancelling trainings, etc.) and
reducing all non essential expenses, focusing on online trainings and internal resources;
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The implementation of an accelerated program to sell cars from our used cars park starting
March 6th 2020;
Cancelling or postponing vehicle purchasing for short term rentals.
If the situation persists, the management is prepared to take supplementary measures.

3. Impact analysis of the situation on the group's business
At the moment, it is too soon for the management to evaluate the impact the current context
will have over the activity of Autonom Services S.A. However, at present, the company wishes
to disclose the following developments:
On the rent-a-car side, management expects tourism-related rentals to decrease by 35% in
H1 compared to the budget, by 25-30% for the total year. A slow return of activity is
expected from June, the company being in a good position compared to the competition,
which will allow ,by the end of the year, to return to the monthly parameters of 2019.
Car rental and other mobility services are expected to decrease by 20% in H1 and by 10-15%
in 2020. Significant growth on the line is still expected for the RCA replacement business
line. About 20% of the rent-a-car line income is tourism, the rest is corporate.
Regarding the operational leasing activity, the management estimates that in the short run
will be a moderate impact on cash flow, generated especially by the extension of payment
terms . An increase in this segment is expected this year as well, of at least 10%, taking into
account the fact that the division's fleet increased by 30% from January 2019 to December
2019 (from a average fleet of 3401 to 4471); cars from the rent-a-car fleet will be offered
to customers , which will lead to the optimization of the rent-a-car fleet and a reduction in
costs for the customer.
While investment in 2020 will decline, management expects that new opportunities for
efficiency through outsourcing will appear , which brought very high increases to the company
in the previous economic contraction. Management closely follows the current evolution and is
ready to adapt the business model whenever it is necessary to respond to market requirements.
If there are significant changes to the situation mentioned above, the Issuer will publish a
current report to the market.
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Development options
Maintaining the objectives of a sustained growth of business, to a significant extent using
the current customer base as well as a healthy addition of new customers, according to the
commercial credit policy;
Maintaining a large portfolio of satisfied customers (significant contracts replacement rate
over 95% in the last seven years) and with seniority in relations with the Group, which will
continue to be the foundation of the business;
Focus on maintaining targeted profit margins at the individual contract level, even in the
conditions for assuming a business advance below the theoretical growth potential;
The Group's sustainable competitive advantages (national network of agencies, specific
insurance policy and damage management, etc.) will ensure its flexibility in capitalizing
opportunities for organic growth in the profile markets, as well as the ability to react in the
case of disruptive changes in the mobility market (shared mobility, ride sharing) and in
recessionary economic conditions;
Openness in capitalizing on possible acquisition opportunities of new companies in order to
grow the added value of the services offered by the Group, the effect of economies of scale
and post-transaction costs optimizations (the case of BTOL acquisition in June 2018);
Increasing the average maturity of financing, through bond issue, in agreement with an
average maturity of about four years of the operating leases portfolio, which would result in
an increase in the Group's flexibility in capitalizing on market opportunities.
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Administrative, management
and supervisory bodies
General aspects
The Company is administrated by a Board of Directors comprised of 3 (three) directors
appointed by the GMS for a mandate of 4 (four) years. According to the Company’s Articles of
Incorporation, the majority of the Company’s directors shall, at any given moment, be
non-executive directors.
The Company’s management is delegated by the Board of Directors to a general manager. The
Company’s general manager is currently Mrs. Mihaela-Angela Irimia (the “General Manager”),
who was appointed to this position on 1 November 2014 for an unlimited period. The Company
is represented in relation to third parties and for justice proceedings by the General Manager.
Additionally, in the decision-making process, Mr. Marius Stefan and Mr. Dan George Stefan, each
acting as Company employees holding the positions of CEOs (COR Code 112028) have a
decision-making role and a determining contribution to the Company’s development strategy
and directions.
The share capital of Autonom Services SA is owned as follows: (i) Autonom International S.R.L.
owns 1.960.000 shares, representing 98%, (ii) Marius Stefan owns 20.000 shares, representing
1%, and (iii) Dan-George Stefan owns 20.000 shares, representing 1%. Autonom International
S.R.L. is a entity controlled in equal percentages (50%) by the brothers Dan-George Stefan and
Marius Stefan, the two exercising control of the company.

Members of the Board of Directors
Name and Surname

Capacity

Date of appointment

Date of
mandate expiry

Mihaela-Angela Irimia

Chairman of the Board of
Directors

March 13th 2013

November 1st 2022

Elena-Gianina Gherman

Member of the Board of
Directors

November 7th 2014

November 1st 2022

Dan Iacob

Member of the Board of
Directors

November 7th 2014

November 1st 2022
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The business address of each member of the Board of Directors, as well as of the General
Manager is in Piatra- Neamt City, 4 Fermelor Street, Neamt County.

Duties of the General Manager
The operative management of the Company is entrusted to the General Manager, who is in
charge of taking all the measures related to the management of the Company, thereby
complying with the powers granted to the Board of Directors and the GMS.
The General Manager’s duties are (i) to hire and dismiss Company staff, (ii) to approve the
receipts and payments up to the limit of the amount established as such by the Board of
Directors and (iii) to ensure the fulfilment of the decisions of the Board of Directors.
The General Manager is under the obligation to inform the Board of Directors on a regular basis
on the operations carried out and on any other aspects taken into consideration, including
potential irregularities found while carrying out such duties.

Duties and decisions of the Board of Directors
The Board of Directors supervises the activity of the General Manager, and any member of the
Board of Directors is entitled to request from the General Manager information regarding the
Company’s operative management.
The members of the Board of Directors are in charge of (i) fulfilling all the obligations regarding
the reality of the payments made by the Company’s shareholders, (ii) the real existence of the
paid-up dividends, (iii) the existence of the registries required by the law and the correct
maintenance thereof, (iv) the accurate fulfilment of GMS resolutions and (v) the fulfilment of any
other duties required by the law or by the Articles of Incorporation.
The Chairman of the Board of Directors coordinates the activity of the Board of Directors and
reports before the GMS regarding the activity of the Board of Directors.
The Board of Directors may validly decide in the presence of a majority of its members, with a
majority of votes. In case of parity of votes, the vote of the Chairman of the Board of Directors
shall be decisive.
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The management team
Marius Ștefan
Mr. Marius Stefan is one of the current shareholders of the Company and its founder in 2005,
being at the same time, an essential decision-making factor in the management of the
Company by holding the CEO position. At present he currently holds an MBA in marketing from
the University of Maryland - Robert H. Smith School of Business and he is a graduate of a
master's degree in management at SNSPA (2001), being a graduate of the Academy of
Economic Studies in Bucharest, specialized in International Transactions (1999). In 2013 he
became a member of Young Presidents Organization, currently a member of the European YPO
board. In 2015 he became a board member of Teach for Romania, and in 2017 he became a
board member of Entrepreneurship Academy and vice president of the Romanian Business
Leaders board.

Dan-George Ștefan
Mr. Dan-George Stefan is one of the current shareholders of the Company and became part of
the Company’s shareholding in 2006, being also an essential decision-making factor in the
management of the Company by holding the position of managing partner. Mr. Dan-George
Stefan held the position of Purchasing Consultant in IAC, Paris, for a period of 4 years. He is a
graduate of the "International Business" masters degree, University of Paris 1 Sorbonne and
"International Economics" at the University of Orleans and the Academy of Economic Studies in
Bucharest, specialized in International Trading (2001). He is a member of YPO Romania and is a
member of the Bittnet Systems Advisory Board (since 2012), of the CEO Clubs Advisory Board
(since 2016) and of the Board of Directors of Family Business Network Romania (since 2018).
Since 2014, he is a professor of management at the Romanian-Canadian MBA within the
Bucharest Business School.

Mihaela-Angela Irimia
Ms. Mihaela-Angela Irimia is the Chairman of the Board of Directors of the Company and has
joined the Company in 2006. She graduated the Alexandru Ioan Cuza University in 2006, with a
degree in Statistics and Economic Forecasts. At present she coordinates the operational
department, managing the activity of cars purchase, the relationship with the financing parties,
payments’ performance and the HR department.

Elena-Gianina Gherman
Ms. Elena-Gianina Gherman is one of the directors of the Company and has joined the Company
since its establishment. She graduated Petre Andrei University in 2005, with a degree in Finance
- Accounting, and in 2011, she became an expert accountant certified by the Body of
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of Experts and Chartered Accountants. Prior to joining the Company, she worked as Chief
Financial Officer for multiple companies. At present she coordinates the accounting department
and prepares the financial reports for the senior management.

Dan Iacob
Mr. Dan Iacob is one of the directors of the Company and has joined it since its establishment.
He graduated the Politehnica University of Bucharest in 1994, with a degree in Automation and
Computers. After graduation he worked as a consultant for a publishing house, later managing
and owning two companies in the field of trading. At present, he coordinates the operational
activity for the Company’s subsidiary and the companies whereby the Company has minority
participations and together with Mr. Dan Ștefan and Mr. Marius Ștefan, defines the strategic
development directions of the Company.
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About the financial instruments admitted to trading on
the Bucharest Stock Exchange
Autonom Services SA corporate bonds in the value of 20 million euro were admitted to trading
on the Main Market of the Bucharest Stock Exchange, Bonds segment, on December 4th 2019.
The bonds are tradable under AUT24E symbol, have a nominal value of 1,000 euros, five years
maturity and a fixed interest rate of 4,45%, p.a., payable annually.
Following the private placement, the AUT24E bonds issuance had a balanced structure of
subscribers which consisted of both institutional investors, as well as retail investors. Since
floating on the Main Market, the bonds were traded above the nominal value, however with
small trading activity. Between the listing date of December 4th and the last day of the year, 7
trades were performed as 15 AUT24E bonds changed their holders.
The maturity date of the AUT24E issuance is November 12th 2024 and the first coupon payment
will take place on November 12th 2020.
The coupon payments will be made in accordance with the provisions of the sub-section
„Efectuarea Plăţilor”, of the Memorandum, available on Autonom’s website.
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Autonom company risks
Risk related to the COVID-19 pandemic
At the time of publishing this report, Romania is facing the outbreak of COVID-19 (coronavirus)
and the country will be under the state of emergency until May 15th, 2020. Because of the
pandemic and the emergency state, the Issuer's financial performance has been affected since
March 2020, as explained in detail in the “2020 Perspectives” chapter of this report. The full
impact of COVID-19 on business activity in 2020 is still impossible to assess. However, it is
important to underline that it will be dependent on the measures taken after lifting of the state
of emergency, the duration of the period necessary for the recovery of the Romanian economy,
the steps taken by the state to help local companies as well as with the potential risk of looming
recession.

Risks related to the activity of the company and the industry
in which it operates
Price Risk and Liquidity Risk
In case of the Issuer, the price risk materializes through the fact that car leasing and rental
companies are exposed to potential losses from the sale of vehicles if the selling price is lower
than the residual value. Any change in the prices on the second-hand car market can, therefore,
have a negative effect on the revenues that the company can generate from the sales of used
cars.
Liquidity risk is associated with the holding of fixed assets by the company. The company
assumes the risk of the residual value of the vehicles it exploits under the operating leasing and
short-term rental services. As a rule, in the context of short-term rental activity, the cars are
sold at the end of the operating lease contract, respectively, after 27 months of use. The
company carries out these sale operations systematically for a significant proportion of the car
fleet in its portfolio, thus generating a profit or a loss from these activities. In case of short-term
leasing, the amount obtained from the sale of a used vehicle and the risk that the selling price of
a second-hand car will be less than the accounting value at the end of the operating lease or
period of use is primarily determined by external factors.

Credit risk
Credit risk is a risk that the Company's debtors will not be able to meet their obligations at
maturity, due to the deterioration of their financial situation. The company manages this risk
mainly by diversifying business lines, customer portfolio, and the degree of exposure per
industry or a specific geographical area. In addition, financial flows and statements of receipts
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and payments for each partner are continuously monitored and controlled while maintaining
constant contact with the client.

Cash flow risk
The company needs a significant amount of cash to service its debt and to carry out planned
capital expenditures, and its ability to generate cash or refinance debt depends on many factors
beyond its control. The company borrows considerable amounts annually to develop its
operations through financial leasing, bank credit and short-term credit facilities to finance
purchasing of new cars. To manage these risks, the company has implemented prudent financial
management in order to have significant liquidity reserves, which will ensure enough working
capital even in the scenario of late or lowered receipts over a long period.

The Company's activity may be influenced by an unfavorable evolution of economic
conditions.
The dynamics of the Company's business and profitability is sensitive to the general conditions
of the Romanian economic environment, and a slowdown or a recession of the local economy
would be negatively reflected in most operational parameters.

The company may not be able to sell used cars at the desired prices, which could
lead to losses.
The company assumes the risk of the residual value of the vehicles it exploits under the
operating leasing and short-term rental service (rent-a-car), which are sold at the end of the
operating lease contract.

Part of the Company's activity is seasonal, and it may be affected by the evolution of
tourism, as well as by the government's policies to support the sector in the medium
and long term.
Short-term leases depend on the dynamics of the air transport industry, and
disruptions in its operation could adversely affect the Company's business.
The company is exposed to risks related to interest rate fluctuations,
Most of the Company's financing contracts provide for a variable interest rate, depending on
EURIBOR or ROBOR. Therefore, the Company is exposed to the risk of increasing these interest
rates during financing agreements, which could lead to the payment of higher interest and could
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have a significant adverse effect on the activity, financial situation and results of the Company's
operations.

The company needs a significant amount of cash to service its debt and to carry out
planned capital expenditures. Its ability to generate cash or refinance its debt
depends on many factors beyond its control.
Commitments in financing agreements may restrict the Company's business.
The company is subject to credit risk.
The company is subject to all risks related to the industry in which it operates.
Changes in tax legislation could have a significant negative impact on the results of
the Company's operations.
The Company's insurance may not be adequate to protect the Company against all
potential losses that may affect it.
The Group is subject to and may be subject to investigations and complaints
concerning competition matters.
The Company's Significant Subsidiary, BT Operational Leasing, is being investigated by the
Competition Council regarding allegedly coordinating commercial policies and maintaining its
market position through pricing fixing and / or sharing the market as a result of a commercially
sensitive exchange of information with competing companies on the market for operating
leasing, actions carried out between 2011 and 2017. The risk that BTOL will receive a fine was
assumed under certain circumstances and is subject to limitations by the seller, BT Investments
SRL, through the sales contract concluded by the Company, as a buyer. In the event of such a
fine, the Company's reputation could be affected, which could have a significant negative impact
on the Company's prospects, its business results and its financial situation.

Risks regarding the investment in bonds
Risk of illiquid bond market.
Bondholders may not be able to sell bonds quickly or at prices that give them a return
comparable to one obtained in the case of similar investments performed on developed,
secondary markets.
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The bonds may be suspended or excluded from trading on the Bucharest Stock
Exchange.
ASF is authorized to suspend bonds from trading or to request the market operator to suspend
them from trading if the continuation of their trading would affect the interests of investors.

Bondholders are exposed to the risk that the price of the Bonds will fall as a result
of a change in the market interest rate.
Inflation can reduce the value of future principal and interest payments.
Risks concerning the market value of the bonds.
The market value of the Bonds may be affected by the creditworthiness of the company as well
as additional factors, including fluctuations in the market interest rate and the bond yield rate,
time remaining until the maturity date of the Bonds. The value of the Bonds depends on several
factors that include economic, financial and political events that occur in Romania or elsewhere
in the world, including factors that affect the capital markets in general and the market on which
the Bonds are traded.

The bonds are subject to most of the Company's liabilities.
The bonds are unguaranteed. In case of bankruptcy of the Company, the claims regarding the
Bonds will have a lower rank, with several other receivables to be paid with priority, according to
the legislation in force. Therefore, if in the event of the Company's bankruptcy the Company's
assets are not enough to allow the Company to fully repay the receivables of the creditors with
priority rights over the bonds, the bondholders will lose their entire investment in the bonds. On
the other hand, given that most of the Company's financial liabilities are secured, and the bonds
are unguaranteed, there is a risk that, in the event of the foreclosure of some of the Company's
assets, the remaining assets will be insufficient to cover the bondholder’s investment. In such a
case, the bondholders may obtain only a portion of their investment in the bonds or lose the
entire investment.

Other risks
Investors should consider that the risks presented above are the most significant risks that the
company is aware of at the time of writing this report. However, the risks presented in this
section do not necessarily include all those risks associated with the issuer's activity, and the
company cannot guarantee that it includes all relevant risks. There may be other risk factors and
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uncertainties that the company is not aware of at the time of preparing this report and which
may change the actual results, financial conditions, performance and achievements of the
issuer in the future and may lead to a decrease in the company's bond price. Investors should
also carry out the necessary prior checks to draw up their assessment of the investment
opportunity.
For a complete risk assessment and how the Issuer manages them, we recommend investors
to go through the dedicated section of the listing prospectus, available here:
https://www.autonom.com/assets/uploads/investitori/Autonom-Service-Prospect-admitere-l
a-tranzactionare-27.11.2019-VF.pdf

Risk management
The group pays special attention to the selection and monitoring of clients for operational
leasing services;
Significant contracts renewal rate was over 95% in the last seven years;
Management of the decision-making process for financing clients and the monitoring of
their payment behavior is performed by the Finance and Risk Department;
In 2017, Autonom Services received assistance from EBRD to refine its commercial risk
policy;
The company has a scoring methodology for classification in the risk category, according to
which the financing conditions and the required guarantees are established;
Clients are classified into four categories: very low risk (blue-chip), regular low risk, regular
medium risk, high risk (not eligible for financing);
The risk analysis includes the analysis of financial information, as well as specific elements
such as management experience, the legal history of associates and administrators,
seniority of the client in its field of activity, verification in CIP, verification of debt owed to the
state, verification of files as debtor and so on;
In the case of clients who are not included in the blue-chip category, the Group ensures that
payments are made on time by requesting personal guarantees from the directors and
associates through promissory notes endorsed in their name;
The group discourages exceeding payment deadlines by charging penalty fees (up to 1% per
day after the payment deadline);
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High customer granularity (average fleet/customer ~ 5 vehicles, the share of top 10
customers less than 30% in the total operating leasing and rent-a-car turnover);
Within a maximum of 2 months delay of payment, the Group repossesses the vehicles;
The group decides between the sale or use of vehicles returned in advance from operating
leases under rent-a-car services, especially if the event occurred in the first part of an
ongoing of the contract;
The complementarity of the business lines in terms of the flexibility of moving assets
between the two categories of services represents a major competitive advantage for the
Group from the perspective of risk management.
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Statement from the management
According to the best information available we confirm that the individual and consolidated
financial information included here offer the real and accurate situation on the company’s
financial position on December 31st 2019, on the financial performance and cash-flow,
according to financial and accounting standards applicable to date, and that the Annual Report
for the period of January 1st 2019 to December 31st 2019 transmitted to the market operator Bucharest Stock Exchange - and to the Financial Supervisory Authority presents accurate and
complete information about the company.
Mihaela Angela Irimia
Chairman of Board of Directors
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Corporate governance principles
Autonom has a flat tree tier organizational structure: Board of Directors, managers, and
employees. All the managers report directly to the Board of Directors and there is no middle
management. This kind of structure creates a network within the company: each branch is
organized as a small business, having its own profits and losses of which the branch manager is
responsible. Almost 90% of decisions are made within those teams, without the intervention of
the Board of Directors. The managers report to the Board of Directors the daily achievements,
they analyze their own performance and discuss with other branch managers and the rest of
the team, so that they can be more responsible and motivated by their financial results.
The Board of Directors is concluded of 3 administrators named in the GAS (General Assembly of
the Shareholders), each with a four-year term. According to the Constitutive Act of Autonom, at
any given time, most of the company administrators will be non-executive administrators. The
Board of Directors supervises the activity of the General Manager, and any Board of Directors’
member has the right to ask the General Manager for information regarding the company’s
activity.

The members of the Board of Directors are responsible of:
Fulfilling all the obligations regarding the payments made to the shareholders.
The existence of the payed dividends.
The existence of the books required by law.
The exact fulfillment of the GAS rulings.
Fulfilling other duties required by the Constitutive Act or by law.
The President of the Board of Directors is responsible of coordinating its activity. The President
reports to the GAS the Boards activity. The Board of Directors can make decisions if the majority
is present, and with a majority of votes. In case of a tie in votes, the President has the final say.
The headquarters of each member of the Board of Directors, and of the General Manager is in
Piatra Neamţ, Str. Fermelor, Nr. 4, Neamţ county.
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At the time of writing this report, the Board of Directors of Autonom has the following
members:
Name and Surname

Capacity

Date of appointment

Date of
mandate expiry

Mihaela-Angela Irimia

Chairman of the Board of
Directors

March 13th 2013

November 1st 2022

Elena-Gianina Gherman

Member of the Board of
Directors

November 7th 2014

November 1st 2022

Dan Iacob

Member of the Board of
Directors

November 7th 2014

November 1st 2022

The leadership of the group if appointed by the Board of directors to the General Manager.
Currently, the General Manager of Autonom is Mihalea-Angela Irimia, who has been named in
this position on November 1st, 2014 for an unlimited period. Marius Ștefan and Dan Ștefan are
also involved in the decision-making process. They are employees of Autonom, but they have a
crucial role and a decisive contribution with respects to the growth strategy of the group.

Autonom’s organizational culture and values
Autonom is a family company, with a long-term vision. Our success is a direct consequence of
our clients satisfaction and the evolution of our colleagues. The vision of the company group is
to be an authentic business model. Business growth, profitability and financial stability are
natural results of this vision. Autonom’s core values are:

Honesty and integrity
are the foundations of
our company’s
growth.

We do what is
necessary to help
our clients.
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We are a team.
Respect, common
sense, and a smile are
our secrets.
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We are adaptable
and flexible.
Simplicity is our way.

We evolve
daily.
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The organizational culture of Autonom Group is based on the following 4 principles:
Encouraging employee growth – The success of a company is defined by the evolution of all
its employees. In this respect, the company offers custom a learning experience which
includes trainings, coaching, classes, and easy access to the company management for
support. All employees have access to a vast library of books from various domains / on
various topics. It is a known fact that in Autonom reading is in the job description. Each
employee is recommended to read at least a book a month.
Encouraging flexibility – Autonom believes in work-life balance to create a great
environment for the employees. Depending on the job, there is the possibility of working
from home whenever employees want, and the flexible schedule allows them to work
according to their needs.
Encouraging social and community involvement – Autonom Foundation was created to help
people around us and to offer our employees the opportunity of discovering and
implementing different types of projects with positive impact in their local communities.
Among the most common types of project, we list the following: providing school supplies
for children in need (book, stationary), giving scholarships to students with potential to
personal or professional development programs, holding classes for different after schools
and many others.
Encouraging an innovative spirit – All employees, who have thoughts on how to improve the
way things are done in our company, can share their ideas freely. With the help of an internal
program we collect, select, and implement all the ideas our colleagues sent. Each team
member has a direct impact on the company’s transformation.
Autonom does not have a typical HR department. Managers allocate 30% of their time to
employee development and HR activities.
Autonom is the only Romanian company which was awarded the Best Employer award for five
consecutive years. In 2018 the company joined the WorldBlu community, in which all 123
organizations promote democratic principles and encourage freedom at work.
The company’s activity and cultural organization have been recognized throughout time by
partners and employees with different awards.
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General principles of the remuneration policy
Transparency is also an important value in Autonom. 90% of the information are accessible in
our internal system and every management decision is driven by our company’s values.
The general principles of establishing the remuneration policy of our employees are the
following:
Attracting, engaging, and motivating the professionals.
Rewarding achieved objectives.
Keeping the competitiveness in the remuneration market.
Aligning remuneration with the recommendation of good governance.
Promoting transparency regarding remuneration and the criteria behind it.
An important aspect of Autonom’s remuneration policy is that our sales team members have a
fixed salary, without any individual performance bonuses. The group has implemented an
annual team bonus – each employee receives a part of the profit, at the end of the fiscal year.
This way, the dividends are transferred directly to the employees.

Social initiatives and community involvement
In 2019 Autonom has offered mobility services to 27
non-governmental organizations so that they can
implement their projects.
Autonom Foundation has supported 110 projects which
were implemented with the help of our colleagues.
50 projects – Educational supplies
22 projects – ONGs partnerships
15 projects – Mentoring and creation
8 projects – Charitable and diverse
6 projects - Trips
4 projects – Olympic and gifted students
4 projects - Robotics
1 project – Ecology
Modern mobility solutions
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Environment and waist use/management
At the time of publication of this report, Autonom is working to reduce paper consumption by
issuing invoices in electronic format and encouraging its suppliers to adopt the same behavior.
The company also makes efforts to selectively collect and recycle paper, as well as other waste
such as cardboard or glass. These actions help Autonom to minimize the use of paper and thus
become an eco-friendly company.

Aspects regarding anti-corruption and anti-bribery
A bribe or bribe is the giving or offering of a thing of value or advantage, directly or indirectly, to
any person, in order to cause that person or any other person to perform an inappropriate
function or activity. A bribe may be financial or otherwise and may include receiving or offering
money, loans, contributions or donations, travel, employment offers, refunds, discounts, goods,
services or anything else that may be considered valuable. Gifts or entertainment can be
interpreted as forms of bribery in certain circumstances.
Autonomously prohibits the involvement of employees in bribery and has a zero tolerance policy
on bribery and corruption. Group policy prohibits bribery, offering or offering bribes, as well as
soliciting, accepting or receiving bribes. The group also prohibits employees from accepting gifts
or services that could influence business decisions.
Mihaela Angela Irimia
Chairman of Board of Directors
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Individual and consolidated financial situations prepared
according OMFP nr. 2844/2016 with subsequent
changes and amendments
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT
To the Shareholders of Autonom Services S.A.
Report on the Audit of the Consolidated Financial Statements
Opinion
We have audited the consolidated financial statements of Autonom Services S.A. (the Company)
and its subsidiary (together referred to as “the Group”) with official head office in Piatra Neamt,
Strada Fermelor, no.4, identified by sole fiscal registration number 18433260, which comprise
the consolidated statement of financial position as at December 31, 2019, and the consolidated
statement of profit and loss and other comprehensive income, consolidated statement of
changes in equity and consolidated statement of cash flows for the year then ended, and a
summary of significant accounting policies and other explanatory information.
In our opinion, the accompanying consolidated financial statements give a true and fair view of
the consolidated financial position of the Group as at December 31, 2019, and of its consolidated
financial performance and its consolidated cash flows for the year then ended in accordance with
the Order of the Minister of Public Finance no. 2844/2016, approving the accounting regulations
compliant with the International Financial Reporting Standards, with all subsequent modifications
and clarifications.
Basis for opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (ISAs),
Regulation (EU) No. 537/2014 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 April 2014
(“Regulation (EU) No. 537/2014“) and Law 162/2017 („Law 162/2017”). Our responsibilities
under those standards are further described in the Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the
Consolidated Financial Statements section of our report. We are independent of the Group in
accordance with the International Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants(including
International Independence Standards) as issued by the International Ethics Standards Board for
Accountants (IESBA Code) together with the ethical requirements that are relevant to the audit
of the financial statements in Romania, including Regulation (EU) No. 537/2014 and Law
162/2017 and we have fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in accordance with these
requirements and the IESBA Code. We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is
sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.

The English version of the audit report represents a translation of the original audit report issued in Romanian language
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Emphasis of matter relating to Corona virus developments
The developments surrounding the Corona (Covid-19) virus have a profound impact on people’s
health and on our society as a whole, as well as on the operational and financial performance of
organizations and the assessment of the ability to continue as a Going Concern. The situation
changes on a daily basis giving rise to inherent uncertainty. The impact of these developments on
the Group is disclosed in Note 31 to the consolidated financial statements. Our opinion is not
qualified in respect of this matter.
Key audit matters
Key audit matters are those matters that, in our professional judgment, were of most
significance in our audit of the consolidated financial statements of the current period. These
matters were addressed in the context of our audit of the consolidated financial statements as a
whole, and in forming our opinion thereon, and we do not provide a separate opinion on these
matters.
For each matter below, our description of how our audit addressed the matter is provided in that
context.
We have fulfilled the responsibilities described in the “Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of
the consolidated financial statements” section of our report, including in relation to these
matters. Accordingly, our audit included the performance of procedures designed to respond to
our assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the consolidated financial statements.
The results of our audit procedures, including the procedures performed to address the matters
below, provide the basis for our audit opinion on the accompanying consolidated financial
statements.
Key Audit matter
1. Assessment of the residual values and useful lives of rental fleet, including rental fleet
under right of use assets, and specific impairment analysis of such assets
The rental fleet assets, either owned by the Group, amounting to RON 171,874 thousand, or
under lease contracts classified as right of use assets - contracts with a transfer of ownership or
purchase option, for which IAS 16 is applied in terms of depreciation - amounting to RON
314,035 thousand as at 31 December 2019 are measured at cost less accumulated depreciation
and any impairment. The management is required to assess the residual value and the useful life
of an asset at least at each financial year- end and evaluate if there are any specific impairment
adjustments required. Depending of the results of such analysis, changes may be accounted as a
change in accounting estimate through prospective depreciation or as a specific impairment.
The determination of any impairment adjustment with regard to operating lease assets is
primarily dependent on how the residual value achievable at the end of the lease is affecting the
recoverable value.
The English version of the audit report represents a translation of the original audit report issued in Romanian language
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The future residual values are mostly influenced by number of kilometres driven, class of the
asset and manufacturer, overall state of the vehicle, as well as the evolution of the used-vehicles
markets at the date when the vehicles are sold. The residual values for the vehicles operated by
the Group varies depending on the type of asset, thus, the future valuation as performed by the
management is based on a number of estimations and judgmental assumptions.
The Group revised the residual values of the rental fleet as of 31 December 2019, considering
both external and internal factors to the Group such as: actual sales of used vehicles throughout
the year, correlation of such values at the balance sheet date with the estimated number of km
driven, asset class and manufacturer, potential use of the car for cancelled operation lease
contracts, etc. Based on the analysis performed, the management identified a decline in value for
certain categories of used vehicles of its subsidiary. A full review of the subsidiary’s vehicles
portfolio was made and an impairment of RON 5.672 thousand has been recorded.
Due to the significance of the value of the rental fleet assets, the significance of the estimation
uncertainty involved in determining the residual values of the assets, their useful lives as well as
any specific impairment adjustments required, we consider the measurement of the rental fleet,
including the rental fleet under right of use assets to be a key audit matter.
The Group’s disclosures are included in notes 2.3.7, 3, 14 and 15 to the consolidated financial
statements.
How our audit addressed the key audit matter
Our work was focused on, but was not limited to, the following procedures:
·

We obtained an understanding of the rental fleet risk management framework as designed
and implemented at Group level.

·

We have assessed the management’s impairment triggering event analysis of leased assets,
with focus on categories of vehicles sold at a loss throughout the year in order to evaluate
whether a decline of the market was noted for the respective category of assets. We have
discussed with management and assessed also whether there were any changes in the
market that could affect the selling price of used cars and implicitly the residual value on a
prospective basis and whether any specific impairment adjustment is required as of 31
December 2019

·

We have discussed and reviewed management’s analysis of the impact on the residual value
considering the number of cars’ kilometres incurred as of 31 December 2019.
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·

We have evaluated the information and data included in the operational database used for
the evaluation of the residual value and fair value of cars by comparing with the actual
signed contracts for a sample of contracts concluded during the year and followed up on
those vehicles which did not have an operational lease contract active at the balance sheet
date.

·

When it comes to the rental fleet owned by the subsidiary BT Operational Leasing SA, we
have reviewed the impairment exercise performed by the management at car unit level,
sources for the selling prices estimated. We have assessed the appropriateness of the
impairment model used and key parameters applied by management in the context of IAS 36
i.e. individual assets impairment for the subsidiary’s rental fleet, by assessing the
recoverable value of assets based on their fair value at the balance sheet date.

·

We have performed subsequent to year end a review of the used cars’ selling prices and
assessed whether a specific or a more general impairment is necessary as of the balance
sheet date.

We further assessed the adequacy of the disclosure in the consolidated financial statements.
Other information
The other information comprises the Consolidated and Individual Directors’ Report, but does not
include the consolidated financial statements and our auditors’ report thereon. Management is
responsible for the other information.
Our audit opinion on the consolidated financial statements does not cover the other information
and we do not express any form of assurance conclusion thereon.
In connection with our audit of the consolidated financial statements, our responsibility is to read
the other information and, in doing so, consider whether the other information is materially
inconsistent with the consolidated financial statements or our knowledge obtained in the audit or
otherwise appears to be materially misstated. If, based on the work we have performed on the
other information obtained prior to the date of the auditor’s report, we conclude that there is a
material misstatement of this other information, we are required to report that fact. We have
nothing to report in this regard.
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Responsibilities of Management and Those Charged with Governance for the Consolidated
Financial Statements
Management of the Group is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the
consolidated financial statements in accordance with the Order of the Minister of Public Finance
no. 2844/2016 approving the accounting regulations compliant with the International Financial
Reporting Standards, with all subsequent modifications and clarifications, and for such internal
control as management determines is necessary to enable the preparation of consolidated
financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
In preparing the consolidated financial statements, management is responsible for assessing the
Group's ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going
concern and using the going concern basis of accounting unless management either intends to
liquidate the Group or to cease operations, or has no realistic alternative but to do so.
Those charged with governance are responsible for overseeing the Group's financial reporting
process.
Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Consolidated Financial Statements
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the consolidated financial
statements as a whole are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and
to issue an auditors’ report that includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of
assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with ISAs will always
detect a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and
are considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to
influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of these consolidated financial
statements.
As part of an audit in accordance with ISAs, we exercise professional judgment and maintain
professional skepticism throughout the audit. We also:
•

Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the consolidated financial
statements, whether due to fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive
to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis
for our opinion. The risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is
higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional
omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal control.

•

Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit
procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing
an opinion on the effectiveness of the Group's internal control.
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•

Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of
accounting estimates and related disclosures made by management.

•

Conclude on the appropriateness of management's use of the going concern basis of
accounting and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists
related to events or conditions that may cast significant doubt on the Group’s ability to
continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are
required to draw attention in our auditors’ report to the related disclosures in the
consolidated financial statements or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our
opinion. Our conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our
auditors’ report. However, future events or conditions may cause the Group to cease to
continue as a going concern.

•

Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the consolidated financial
statements, including the disclosures, and whether the consolidated financial statements
represent the underlying transactions and events in a manner that achieves fair presentation.
Obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence regarding the financial information of the
entities or business activities within the Group to express an opinion on the consolidated
financial statements. We are responsible for the direction, supervision and performance of
the group audit. We remain solely responsible for our audit opinion.

•

We communicate with those charged with governance regarding, among other matters, the
planned scope and timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant
deficiencies in internal control that we identify during our audit.
We also provide those charged with governance with a statement that we have complied with
relevant ethical requirements regarding independence, and to communicate with them all
relationships and other matters that may reasonably be thought to bear on our independence,
and where applicable, related safeguards.
From the matters communicated with those charged with governance, we determine those
matters that were of most significance in the audit of the consolidated financial statements of
the current period and are therefore the key audit matters.
Report on Other Legal and Regulatory Requirements
Reporting on Information Other than the Consolidated Financial Statements and Our Auditors’
Report Thereon
In addition to our reporting responsibilities according to ISAs described in section “Other
information”, with respect to the consolidated and individual Directors’ Report, we have read the
consolidated and individual Directors’ Report and report that:
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a)
b)

c)

in the consolidated and individual Directors’ Report we have not identified information which
is not consistent, in all material respects, with the information presented in the
accompanying consolidated financial statements as at December 31, 2019;
the consolidated and individual Directors’ Report identified above includes, in all material
respects, the required information according to the provisions of the Ministry of Public
Finance Order no. 2844/2016 approving the accounting regulations compliant with the
International Financial Reporting Standards, with all subsequent modifications and
clarifications, Annex 1 points 15 – 19;
based on our knowledge and understanding concerning the entity and its environment
gained during our audit of the consolidated financial statements as at December 31, 2019,
we have not identified information included in the consolidated and individual Directors’
Report that contains a material misstatement of fact.

Other requirements on content of auditor’s report in compliance with Regulation (EU) No.
537/2014 of the European Parliament and of the Council
Appointment and Approval of Auditor
We were appointed as auditors of the Group by the General Shareholders’ Meeting on 24 May
2019. Total uninterrupted engagement period, including previous renewals (extension of the
period for which we were originally appointed) and reappointments for the statutory auditor, has
lasted for 5 years, covering the financial periods end December 31, 2015 till December 31,
2019.
Consistency with Additional Report to Those Charged with Governance- Board of Directors
Our audit opinion on the consolidated financial statements expressed herein is consistent
with the additional report to the Board of Directors, which we issued on 8 May 2020. As of 31
December 2019, the Company does not have an audit committee.
Provision of Non-audit Services
No prohibited non-audit services referred to in Article 5(1) of Regulation (EU) No. 537/2014 of
the European Parliament and of the Council were provided by us to the Group and we remain
independent from the Group in conducting the audit.
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In addition to statutory audit services and services disclosed in the consolidated financial
statements, no other services were provided by us to the Company, and its controlled
undertakings.
On behalf of,
Ernst & Young Assurance Services SRL
15-17, Ion Mihalache Blvd., floor 21, Bucharest, Romania
Registered in the electronic Public Register under No. FA77

Name of the Auditor/ Partner: Gavrila Felicia Viorica
Registered in the electronic Public Register under No. AF1513
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT
To the Shareholders of Autonom Services S.A.
Report on the Audit of the Financial Statements
Opinion
We have audited the financial statements of Autonom Services S.A. (the Company) with official
head office in Piatra Neamt, Strada Fermelor, no.4, identified by sole fiscal registration number
18433260, which comprise the statement of financial position as at December 31, 2019, and
the statement of profit and loss and other comprehensive income, statement of changes in
equity and statement of cash flows for the year then ended, and a summary of significant
accounting policies and other explanatory information.
In our opinion, the accompanying financial statements give a true and fair view of the financial
position of the Company as at December 31, 2019, and of its financial performance and its cash
flows for the year then ended in accordance with the Order of the Minister of Public Finance no.
2844/2016, approving the accounting regulations compliant with the International Financial
Reporting Standards, with all subsequent modifications and clarifications.
Basis for opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (ISAs),
Regulation (EU) No. 537/2014 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 April 2014
(“Regulation (EU) No. 537/2014“) and Law 162/2017 („Law 162/2017”). Our responsibilities
under those standards are further described in the Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the
Financial Statements section of our report. We are independent of the Company in accordance
with the International Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants (including International
Independence Standards) as issued by the International Ethics Standards Board for Accountants
(IESBA Code) together with the ethical requirements that are relevant to the audit of the
financial statements in Romania, including Regulation (EU) No. 537/2014 and Law 162/2017
and we have fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in accordance with these requirements and
the IESBA Code. We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and
appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.
Emphasis of matter relating to Corona virus developments
The developments surrounding the Corona (Covid-19) virus have a profound impact on people’s
health and on our society as a whole, as well as on the operational and financial performance of
organizations and the assessment of the ability to continue as a Going Concern. The situation
changes on a daily basis giving rise to inherent uncertainty. The impact of these developments on
the Company is disclosed in Note 30 to the financial statements. Our opinion is not qualified in
respect of this matter.
The English version of the audit report represents a translation of the original audit report issued in Romanian language
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Key audit matters
Key audit matters are those matters that, in our professional judgment, were of most
significance in our audit of the financial statements of the current period. These matters were
addressed in the context of our audit of the financial statements as a whole, and in forming our
opinion thereon, and we do not provide a separate opinion on these matters.
For each matter below, our description of how our audit addressed the matter is provided in that
context.
We have fulfilled the responsibilities described in the “Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of
the financial statements” section of our report, including in relation to these matters.
Accordingly, our audit included the performance of procedures designed to respond to our
assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements. The results of our
audit procedures, including the procedures performed to address the matters below, provide the
basis for our audit opinion on the accompanying financial statements.
Key Audit matter
1. Recoverability of the carrying value of Investment in subsidiary
The carrying value of the Investment in subsidiary BT Operational Leasing SA (herein to referred
as “BTOL”) amounts to RON 14,195 thousand as at 31 December 2019, net of impairment
adjustment.
Under International Financial Reporting Standards, an entity is required to assess, at the end of
each reporting period, whether triggers for potential impairment of its assets exist. The
assessment of whether there is an indication of impairment and the determination of the
recoverable amount of the Company’s investment in its subsidiary involves significant judgment,
and relies on management’s estimates of future cash flows with respect to the subsidiary’s
performance, as well as management’s strategy in respect to this subsidiary.
Since the acquisition date, the management’s intention was that, gradually, customers would be
transferred to Autonom Services (parent entity) as existing lease contracts end in the subsidiary.
As of 31 December 2019, indicators of impairment of the investment in the subsidiary were
identified as certain lease contracts in place at the date of the acquisition ended earlier than
initially estimated and certain vehicles suffered a decline in their fair value. An impairment test
was performed with the assistance of an independent valuer which resulted in an impairment
adjustment to the cost of investment amounting to RON 14,100 thousand, which was recorded
as of 31 December 2019.
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Due to the uncertainty of forecasting future cash flows, the significant estimates and the level of
judgement involved as well as the significant value of the Company’s investment in the subsidiary
as at 31 December 2019, the recoverability of the investment is considered a key audit matter.
The Company’s disclosures around the investment in subsidiary and the related impairment
analysis, are included in Note 2.2.13, 13 and 17 to the financial statements.
How our audit addressed the key audit matter
Our audit work was focused on, but was not limited to, the following procedures:
·

We analysed the management’s assessment of the existence of impairment indicators (the
triggering events analysis);

·

We assessed the methodology used by the independent valuer to determine the recoverable
value of the investment in subsidiary, considering also assumptions provided by
management.

·

We incorporated valuation specialists in our audit team to assist us in evaluating the
Company’s and the valuer’s key assumptions and estimates such as the discount rate,
working capital needs as well as the appropriateness of the model applied. Our evaluation
specialists assisted us also to evaluate the competence, capability and objectivity of the
independent valuer;

·

In this context, we evaluated whether or not certain assumptions on which the valuation was
based, individually and taken as a whole, considered: i) the economic environment of the
industry to which the Company belongs; ii) existing market information; iii) the forecasted
profitability for the period 2020-2023 of the Company, including Company’s management
expectations and strategy in respect to the subsidiary’s operations (comparing the
operational lease income forecasted with the database of active contracts in place, actual
selling prices for cars with revenues assessed from disposal of cars, correlation of decrease
of operational expenses vs. operational income) ; iv) the risks associated with the cash flows,
including the potential variability in the amount and timing of cash flows and the related
effect on the discount rate; v) specific requirements of IFRS;

·

We assessed the historical accuracy of management’s budgets and forecasts by comparing
them to actual performance and to prior year, and reviewed whether loss of contracts has
been reflected in the forecasted cashflows;

·

We tested the mathematical accuracy of the discounted cash flow computation;
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·

We reviewed the management’s sensitivity analysis over key assumptions in the future cash
flow model in order to assess the potential impact of a range of possible changes in key
assumptions.

We further assessed the adequacy of the disclosures in the financial statements about the
Company’s Investment in subsidiary and impairment test performed.
Key Audit matter
1. Assessment of the residual values and useful lives of rental fleet, including rental fleet
under right of use assets, and specific impairment analysis of such assets
The rental fleet assets, either owned by the Company, amounting to RON 64,295 thousand, or
under lease contracts classified as right of use assets - contracts with a transfer of ownership or
purchase option, for which IAS 16 is applied in terms of depreciation - amounting to RON
314,035 thousand as at 31 December 2019 -are measured at cost less accumulated
depreciation and any impairment. The management is required to assess the residual value and
the useful life of an asset at least at each financial year-end and evaluate if there are any specific
impairment adjustments required. Depending of the results of such analysis, changes may be
accounted as a change in accounting estimate through prospective depreciation or as a specific
impairment. The determination of any impairment adjustment with regard to operating lease
assets is primarily dependent on how the residual value achievable at the end of the lease is
affecting the recoverable value.
The future residual values are mostly influenced by number of kilometers driven, class of the
asset and manufacturer, overall state of the vehicle, as well as the evolution of the used-vehicles
markets at the date when the vehicles are sold. The residual values for the vehicles operated by
the Company varies depending on the type of asset, thus, the future valuation as performed by
the management is based on a number of estimations and judgemental assumptions.
The Company revised the residual values of its rental fleet as of 31 December 2019, considering
both external and internal factors to the Company such as: actual sales of used vehicles
throughout the year, correlation of such values at the balance sheet date with the estimated
number of kilometers driven, asset class and manufacturer.
Due to the significance of the value of rental fleet assets, the significance of the estimation
uncertainty involved in determining the residual values of the assets, their useful lives as well as
any specific impairment adjustments required, we consider the measurement of the rental fleet,
including the rental fleet under right of use assets to be a key audit matter.
The Company’s disclosures are included in Note 2.2.6 , Note 3, Note 13 and Note 14 to the
financial statements.
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How our audit addressed the key audit matter
Our audit work was focused on, but was not limited to, the following procedures:
·

We obtained an understanding of the rental fleet risk management framework as designed
and implemented at Company level.

·

We have assessed the management’s impairment triggering event analysis of leased assets,
with focus on categories of vehicles sold at a loss throughout the year in order to evaluate
whether a decline of the market was noted for the respective category of assets. We have
discussed with management and assessed also whether there were any changes in the
market that could affect the selling price of used cars and implicitly the residual value on a
prospective basis and whether any specific impairment adjustment is required as of
31 December 2019.

·

We have discussed and reviewed management’s analysis of the impact on the residual value
considering the number of cars’ kilometers incurred as of 31 December 2019.

·

We have evaluated the information and data included in the operational database used for
the evaluation of the residual value and fair value of cars by comparing with the actual
signed contracts for a sample of contracts concluded during the year and followed up on
those vehicles which did not have an operational lease contract active at the balance sheet
date.

·

We have performed subsequent to year end a review of the used cars’ selling prices and
assessed whether a specific or a more general impairment is necessary as of the balance
sheet date.

We further assessed the adequacy of the disclosures in the financial statements.
Other information
The other information comprises the Consolidated and Individual Directors’ Report, but does not
include the financial statements and our auditors’ report thereon. Management is responsible for
the other information.
Our audit opinion on the financial statements does not cover the other information and we do not
express any form of assurance conclusion thereon.
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In connection with our audit of the financial statements, our responsibility is to read the other
information and, in doing so, consider whether the other information is materially inconsistent
with the financial statements or our knowledge obtained in the audit or otherwise appears to be
materially misstated. If, based on the work we have performed, we conclude that there is a
material misstatement of this other information, we are required to report that fact. We have
nothing to report in this regard.
Responsibilities of Management and Those Charged with Governance for the Financial
Statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements
in accordance with the Order of the Minister of Public Finance no. 2844/2016 approving the
accounting regulations compliant with the International Financial Reporting Standards, with all
subsequent modifications and clarifications, and for such internal control as management
determines is necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from
material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
In preparing the financial statements, management is responsible for assessing the Company's
ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern
and using the going concern basis of accounting unless management either intends to liquidate
the Company or to cease operations, or has no realistic alternative but to do so.
Those charged with governance are responsible for overseeing the Company's financial reporting
process.
Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a
whole are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an
auditors’ report that includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but
is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with ISAs will always detect a material
misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered
material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the
economic decisions of users taken on the basis of these financial statements.
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As part of an audit in accordance with ISAs, we exercise professional judgment and maintain
professional skepticism throughout the audit. We also:

•

Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether
due to fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and
obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The
risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one
resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions,
misrepresentations, or the override of internal control.

•

Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit
procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing
an opinion on the effectiveness of the Company's internal control.

•

Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of
accounting estimates and related disclosures made by management.

•

Conclude on the appropriateness of management's use of the going concern basis of
accounting and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists
related to events or conditions that may cast significant doubt on the Company's ability to
continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are
required to draw attention in our auditors’ report to the related disclosures in the financial
statements or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are
based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our auditors’ report. However, future
events or conditions may cause the Company to cease to continue as a going concern.

•

Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements,
including the disclosures, and whether the financial statements represent the underlying
transactions and events in a manner that achieves fair presentation.

We communicate with those charged with governance regarding, among other matters, the
planned scope and timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant
deficiencies in internal control that we identify during our audit.
We also provide those charged with governance with a statement that we have complied with
relevant ethical requirements regarding independence, and to communicate with them all
relationships and other matters that may reasonably be thought to bear on our independence,
and where applicable, related safeguards.
From the matters communicated with those charged with governance, we determine those
matters that were of most significance in the audit of the financial statements of the current
period and are therefore the key audit matters.
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Report on Other Legal and Regulatory Requirements
Reporting on Information Other than the Financial Statements and Our Auditors’ Report
Thereon
In addition to our reporting responsibilities according to ISAs described in section “Other
information”, with respect to the Directors’ Report, we have read the Directors’ Report and
report that:
a) in the consolidated and individual Directors’ Report we have not identified information which
is not consistent, in all material respects, with the information presented in the
accompanying financial statements as at December 31, 2019;
b) the consolidated and individual Directors’ Report identified above includes, in all material
respects, the required information according to the provisions of the Ministry of Public
Finance Order no. 2844/2016 approving the accounting regulations compliant with the
International Financial Reporting Standards, with all subsequent modifications and
clarifications, Annex 1 points 15 – 19;
c) based on our knowledge and understanding concerning the entity and its environment
gained during our audit of the financial statements as at December 31, 2019, we have not
identified information included in the consolidated and individual Directors’ Report that
contains a material misstatement of fact.
Other requirements on content of auditor’s report in compliance with Regulation (EU) No.
537/2014 of the European Parliament and of the Council
Appointment and Approval of Auditor
We were appointed as auditors of the Company by the General Shareholders Meeting on 24 May
2019. Total uninterrupted engagement period, including previous renewals (extension of the
period for which we were originally appointed) and reappointments for the statutory auditor, has
lasted for 5 years, covering the financial periods end December 31, 2015 till December 31,
2019.
Consistency with Additional Report to Those Charged with Governance- Board of Directors
Our audit opinion on the financial statements expressed herein is consistent with the additional
report to the Board of Directors, which we issued on 8 May 2020. As of 31 December 2019, the
Company does not have an audit committee.
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Provision of Non-audit Services
No prohibited non-audit services referred to in Article 5(1) of Regulation (EU) No. 537/2014 of
the European Parliament and of the Council were provided by us to the Company and we remain
independent from the Company in conducting the audit.
In addition to statutory audit services and services disclosed in the financial statements, no other
services were provided by us to the Company, and its controlled undertakings.
On behalf of,
Ernst & Young Assurance Services SRL
15-17, Ion Mihalache Blvd., floor 21, Bucharest, Romania
Registered in the electronic Public Register under No. FA77

Name of the Auditor/ Partner: Gavrila Felicia Viorica
Registered in the electronic Public Register under No. AF1513
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